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in each of the past six years, the rural hospital replacement study has consistently shown that 

critical access hospitals (cahs) enjoy enhanced financial performance after replacement, 

in addition to other benefits such as higher employee retention and ease of recruitment.  

but the combination of a severe economic downturn and landmark healthcare reform 

legislation presents hospitals with a unique and perhaps unprecedented set of challenges.  

in 2010, the study began to examine the impact of the recent economic downturn on the 

performance of replacement facilities.  This study looks further at the impact of the slump-

ing economy and makes a first attempt to measure the performance of replacement cahs 

against a standard which is becoming an increasingly important factor in healthcare reim-

bursement: quality.

The national bureau of economic Research declared the “Great Recession,” which began 

in december of 2007, officially ended in June of 2009, making it the longest recession of 

the post World War ii era.  even now, more than two years later, the effects of the reces-

sion linger and the outlook calls for a long, slow recovery to pre recession economic vitality.  

From 2004 through 2010, the centers for medicare & medicaid services (cms) reported 

average annual growth in hospital discharges of only 1.6 percent and growth in patient days 

of only 0.3 percent annually.  many hospitals reported declining 

patient volumes in multiple lines of service.

The experiences of those facilities replaced during and immediately 

following the recession are most instructive to those considering  

replacement in the near future.  in 2010, additional focus was 

added to examine the performance of hospitals replaced during 

2006 and 2007, immediately before the recession, compared to 

those facilities replaced in earlier years. but performance data from 

those newest replacements was limited.  in the 2011 study, the  

impact of the recession is further examined by adding more hos-

pitals to the study, gathering an additional year of performance 

data for those hospitals replaced in 2006 and 2007, and taking a 

first look at the performance of those hospitals that opened during 

and even after the official end of the recession. With data from 114 

rural hospital replacement facilities, stroudwater focused additional 

analysis on those facilities which experienced their first years of 

operation during this difficult economic period.  The results show 

that these facilities fared well.  Rural facilities replaced during the 

period between 2006 and 2010 experienced solid growth in patient volumes as measured 

by patient days, outpatient visits, and adjusted patient days.

looking more closely at the data, hospitals’ experiences differed based on when the  

facilities were replaced.  hospitals were separated into three time-based cohorts: facilities 

replaced in 2005 or earlier (pre recession), facilities replaced in 2006 and 2007  

(recession), and facilities replaced in 2008 and 2009 (post recession). as shown in the 

chart on the next page, hospitals in all three groups experienced strong volume growth in 

the first and second years of operation following replacement.   The pre recession  

replacement hospitals were able to sustain substantial volume growth even beyond the first 

e X e c u t i v e  S u m m a R y

new FoR the 2011 Study

• 23 new cahs participating;  
a 25 percent increase over the  
number of 2010 participants

• new segmentation of  
hospitals based on year of  
replacement

• 2005 and earlier (pre recession)

• 2006-2007 (recession)

• 2008 or later (post recession)

• Reporting on hospital  
consumer assessment of  
healthcare Providers and Systems  
(hcahPS) survey scores
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two years of operation.  Those replaced during the recession had no volume growth in the 

third year and lost volume in the fourth year following replacement.  The post recession 

replacements lost volume in the third year of operations.  because many of the measures 

in this study are based on patient volume or are driven by patient volume, this pattern of 

results was repeated in performance with regards to staffing, operating costs, and profit-

ability.  

While higher quality of care and a better patient experience are expectations of a new  

hospital facility, they are not assured.  in 2011, cms released data to be used for the 

medicare Value based payment program (Vbpp) which included quality-related measures 

reported by all hospitals, including cahs.  Replacement cahs scored higher than cahs 

in general on every measure of the hospital consumer assessment of healthcare provid-

ers and systems (hcahps) survey.  additionally, replacement cahs reported hcahps 

scores that would qualify for incremental payments under Vbpp.  While this program is 

currently not applicable to cahs, research is underway to develop a similar program which 

would adjust cah reimbursement based on quality measures.

 While the challenges of a slow economy and healthcare reform will remain as important 

considerations for several years to come, the results of the study suggest that a replacement 

facility can be a platform for a financially viable hospital delivering a high quality patient 

experience. 
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“The results of the study 

suggest that a replace-

ment facility can be a 

platform for a finan-

cially viable hospital 

delivering a high quality 

patient experience.”
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mccuNe-brooks regioNal hospital, carthage, mo

S t u d y  P u R P o S e ,  e l i g i b i l i t y,  P R o c e S S  a n d  d e S i g n

purpose

When the study began in 2005, few resources existed for rural hospital leadership, boards, 

and community leaders to assist them in understanding what a new replacement facility 

hospital would do to or for their bottom line. The study’s purpose is to gather and present 

quantitative and qualitative data from communities that have replaced their critical access 

hospital (cah) to educate those considering, embarking on, or in the midst of a replace-

ment facility project.

The study typically generates discussion around a replacement in three pivotal areas:  

driving Factors (why would we replace?); access to capital (what can we afford?); and the 

Role of leadership (how do we do this?).
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eligibility

With the assistance of state office of Rural health and state hospital association represen-

tatives, a list of candidates is established. stroudwater then validates the candidate list and 

ensures the eligibility criteria are met: 

• hospitals had critical access hospital designation prior to replacement

• opened clinical areas between January 1, 1998 and January 1, 2010

• operations in the community for at least three years prior to replacement

Validated hospitals are included in the study. From 2005 to 2011 the number of hospitals 

included in the study has increased from 20 to 114. as shown on the map above, there are 

many other replacement projects underway or in the planning process. 

process

The methodology established in 2005 and followed in each subsequent year of the study 

was developed and vetted by an advisory panel which included governmental, academic, and 

financial experts as well as a national non-profit entity whose mission is to build capacity in 

rural hospitals. Quantitative and qualitative data contribute to the methodology. 
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INCLUDED IN STUDY

FUTURE REPLACEMENT PROJECTS

GREENFIELD

e l i g i b l e  c a h  R e P l a c e m e n t  F a c i l i t i e S :  
c u R R e n t  a n d  P R o J e c t e d

*Median cash flow margins for all CAHs within each state, as reported by the Flex Monitoring Team, August 2011
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The 2011 study uses publicly available cost report data, input from hospital ceos and 

cFos, the american hospital association Guide and the american hospital directory. 

The quantitative data analyzed for the purposes of the study include: volumes (patient days, 

outpatient visits, adjusted patient days), operating efficiency (gross Full Time equivalents 

or FTes, FTes per adjusted patient day, operating expense per adjusted patient day) and 

financial results (operating margin, ebida, days cash and investments on hand).

interviews with a sample of hospital ceos and cFos were conducted in prior years’ studies 

to complement and further examine the quantitative data. The interviews focused on any 

impact, whether positive or negative, the replacement facility had on quality, staff recruit-

ment and retention, and the economy of the local community. While no interviews were 

conducted with the facilities added to this year’s study, the body of data gathered from his-

torical interviews still forms an important component of the total findings in the study.

design

a cah’s market potential, level of competition, physician support, management expe-

rience, historical financial performance, access to capital, and more are unique to the 

community served. To begin to control for these differences, the study compares data from 

before the replacement project to data after, with year 1 for each hospital being the first 

year in which the hospital operated in its new facility for at least 6 months.

 

volume experiences

To label the new facilities included in this study as “replacements” may be a bit of a mis-

nomer.  although each is different in overall scope, complexity, and volume levels, cahs 

provide more outpatient than inpatient services. and these new facilities are designed to 

reflect the increased emphasis on ambulatory service.  as such, to evaluate total volumes 

across such a varied spectrum, the study uses the industry standard approach of creating an 

overall measure of volume that takes both inpatient and outpatient volume into account. 

“adjusted patient days” reflects in a common measure the total activity for different hospi-

tals with different mixes of services provided. 

median volumes for all three cohorts of replacement cahs were flat in the year prior to 

replacement.  in the first year following replacement, all groups experienced growth in 

total patient volume, with those replaced in 2005 or earlier experiencing the largest post 

replacement increase of 11 percent, compared to 7 percent and 6 percent growth for the 

2006-2007 cohort and the 2008 or later cohort, respectively.  additionally, the volume 

growth for the 2005 or earlier cohort continued longer and at greater levels than for the 

other two cohorts of replacement cahs.  of the 114 participating hospitals, 27 (24 per-

cent) reported accumulated volume losses post replacement, and 18 of those 27 were facili-

ties replaced in 2008 or later.

“In the first year  

following replacement, 

all groups experienced 

growth in total  

patient volume,...”
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While median values 

provide us with guidance 

regarding the general 

experience of the group, 

the results for individual 

facilities vary greatly from 

those medians.   

The graph to the left 

exhibits, for each  

facility, the average  

annual change in total 

volume for all years post 

replacement, ranging 

from a single year for the 

newest replacements up 

to five years for older  

replacements.  The 

median annual growth 

rate for all hospitals for 

all years is 5.29 percent, 

but the volume changes 

range from a decrease of 

6 percent to an increase 

of nearly 43 percent.  

Twenty-six of the 114 

participating hospitals 

experienced declines in 

total volume.  half of 

those facilities which lost 

volume were replaced in 

2005 or earlier, but the 

larger volume declines 

generally occurred in 

the most recent replace-

ments.  similar variabil-

ity was experienced in the 

other measures presented 

in this study.

P e R c e n t  c h a n g e  i n  t o ta l  v o l u m e
average annual change for all years post replacement

    mean (6.45%)

median (5.29%)

-10%	 0%	 10%	 20%	 30%	 40%	

y e a R  o F  R e P l a c e m e n t
    2005 or earlier (36 hospitals)     2006-2007 (29 hospitals) 2008 or later (49 hospitals)
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staffing

Rural hospitals are often challenged with staff shortages, particularly with physician and 

other clinical professionals. The ability to both recruit and retain highly qualified profes-

sionals is integral to the health of an organization.

an enhanced ability to recruit higher quality personnel following replacement was cited by 

several of the ceos interviewed. in particular, ceos indicated that the promise of a new 

facility played a key role in the recruitment of physicians, who ultimately contribute to the 

volume growth discussed above.  a number of facilities reported discontinued use of agency 

staffing and reduced turnover rates. many organizations reported having no nursing vacan-

cies and several indicated they have waiting lists. 

all facilities increased staffing at higher rates in their first post replacement year to support 

new volume being served by the facility.  hospitals replaced in 2005 or earlier continued to 

increase staff at a faster pace for the second year after replacement and by the third year had 

returned to growth rates similar to their pre replacement period.  hospitals replaced dur-

ing 2006 and 2007, and 2008 or later slowed staffing increases back to pre replacement 

pace in year 2, and by year 3 were hiring at a slower pace than before replacement.  This 

may be a result of the difficult economy as well as the less robust volume growth experienced 

by these facilities.
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even with higher staffing overall, the number of staff per unit of service (defined as 

adjusted patient days) decreased on average for all replacement groups in the first year  

post replacement. This measure reflects improved efficiencies in the operations. however, 

facilities replaced in 2006-2007, and 2008 or later, saw declines in efficiency in the  

second and third years post replacement, as increased staffing was not matched by contin-

ued increases in volume. approximately half of all participating hospitals experienced  

improved post replacement efficiency, with those hospitals replaced in 2005 or earlier be-

ing more likely to have improved efficiency. 

“Approximately half 

of all participating 

hospitals experienced 

improved post re-

placement efficiency.”
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total margin

Facilities replaced in 2005 or earlier maintained total margins post replacement, as  

increased volume offset increases in facility costs, specifically interest and depreciation, and 

the cost of additional staffing. Those hospitals replaced in 2006-2007, and 2008 or later, 

saw margins decline as the volume increases post replacement were not enough to offset the 

higher costs.  Facilities need to closely manage budgets in the first years following a facility 

investment in order to realize the benefits from any increases in patient volume. 
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ebida margin

earnings before interest deprecia-

tion and amortization (ebida) is a 

measure that approximates cash flow. 

it displays less variation than total 

margin, and replacement cahs in 

all three categories showed improve-

ment in ebida post replacement. 

This suggests that the lower margins 

experienced by more recent replace-

ments are driven by higher capital 

costs, specifically depreciation and 

interest, rather than operating costs, 

such as salaries.  boards generally 

target an ebida margin that reflects 

enough cash flow to sustain opera-

tions through the startup of the new 

facility.

 

kewaNee hospital, kewaNee, il
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average days cash on hand

post replacement days cash on hand varies with overall financial performance, the facility’s 

initial reserves, and the amount of borrowing required to fund the replacement facility. 

lenders evaluate cash on hand both prior to and following replacement to ensure working 

capital is sufficient.

all three cohorts of hospitals maintained cash levels following replacement.  cash on hand 

in the years immediately preceding replacement can fluctuate greatly due to the influx of 

cash borrowed for construction.  looking at the average of several years before and after 

replacement, those hospitals replaced during 2006 - 2007 had more cash on hand before 

replacement than facilities replaced in 2005 or earlier, but both groups maintained cash 

levels after replacement that were similar to their cash levels before replacement.
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“All three cohorts of 

hospitals maintained 

cash levels on hand 

after replacement.”

bucyrus commuNity hospital, bucyrus, oh
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The study uses adjusted patient days as the measure for total patient volume, reflecting the 

combined impact of changes for both inpatient and outpatient services.  The data on this 

page are presented to show the replacement hospital experiences for inpatient and out- 

patient volumes separately.  data reflect year-to-year changes: growth shown from one year 

to the next is incremental to any change in volume reported in the previous year.

inpatient volumes

pre-replacement inpatient volumes were flat or decreasing, with median volume changes 

falling for all three replacement groups in the year just before replacement.  The post 

replacement data show that all three groups experienced increases in patient days in the 

first year following replacement.  Those hospitals replaced in 2005 or earlier showed the 

largest increase, with median growth of 6.1 percent, compared to a 4.9 percent increase for 

hospitals replaced in 2006-2006 and a 3.5 percent increase for hospitals replaced in 2008 

or later. The 2005 or earlier hospitals also recorded a large increase in inpatient volume 

during the second year after replacement, while both groups of later replacements saw in-

patient activity level off in year 2.  inpatient volume levels fell for all three cohorts in years 

3, 4 and 5, though the losses were less in those hospitals replaced in 2005 or earlier.
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outpatient volume

outpatient service volumes were growing approximately 3-5 percent per year prior to 

replacement.  in the first year following replacement, outpatient volumes grew from 7-9 

percent, with each replacement group experiencing at least 4 percent higher growth than 

pre replacement.  The higher growth levels continued through the second post replacement 

year.  by year 3, growth in all three groups had returned to pre replacement levels.

Quality

While higher quality of care and a better patient experience are expectations of a new hospi-

tal facility, they are not assured. as both public and private payers place increased emphasis 

on quality as a determinant in hospital reimbursement, organizations contemplating a  

replacement facility need to understand how these future reimbursement methods will 

affect them.  because cahs are not required to report quality data, there are not large 

amounts of data available.  however, in 2011 cms released data to be used for the medicare 

Value based payment program (Vbpp) which included quality-related measures reported 

by all hospitals, including cahs.  only about 20 percent of cahs reported core quality 

measures on patient care processes and outcomes.  but approximately half of  

all cahs reported scores for the hospital consumer assessment of healthcare providers 
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and systems (hcahps) survey, which measures patients’ perceptions of their hospital  

experience.  a review of the data indicated that replacement cahs reported hcahps 

scores at approximately the same rate as cahs in general, allowing for comparison of the 

performance of replacement cahs to the universe of cahs.

as indicated on the graph above, replacement cahs scored higher than cahs in general 

on every hcahps measure.  additionally, replacement cahs reported hcahps scores 

that would qualify for incremental payments under Vbpp.  While this program is currently 

not applicable to cahs, research is underway to develop a similar program which would 

adjust cah reimbursement based on quality measures.
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critical access hospitals, like all hospitals, face challenging times.  hospitals are still  

reimbursed based on the volumes of services provided, but a down economy has dampened 

demand for services.  and patients are being given more responsibility for paying for those 

services, increasing hospitals’ levels of bad debt and charity care.  healthcare reform is 

placing more emphasis on value, requiring hospitals to either lower costs or provide higher 

quality for the same price.  This combination of factors might suggest to some that now is 

not the time for cahs to replace their facilities.  but the combination of increased  

outpatient volume, increased efficiency, improved ebida margin and higher hcahps 

scores might suggest that for some cahs a replacement facility is a necessary element for 

future success.

Jersey shore hospital, Jersey shore, pa

c o n c l u S i o n S
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StRoudwateR aSSociateS

stroudwater associates is a prominent healthcare advisory firm with a dedicated team that is passionate 
about the health of rural people and places. With offices in portland, maine and atlanta, Georgia 
stroudwater provides strategic, financial, facility planning, and operational consulting services to a 
national clientele — from academic medical centers to small, rural hospitals, and from integrated health 
systems to stand-alone community hospitals.

Jim puiia, senior consultant, 207.221.8271   jpuiia@stroudwater.com

eric shell, principal, 207.221.8252   eshell@stroudwater.com

brian haapala, principal, 207.221.8264   bhaapala@stroudwater.com

Research and analysis conducted with the assistance of Julie spalding, m.h.a. candidate,  
sloan program in health administration,cornell university, intern summer 2011

dougheRty moRtgage llc

dougherty mortgage, llc is an approved Fha/hud lender and Gnma issuer specializing in 
financing acute care facilities throughout the united states. as a full service mortgage banking firm, 
dougherty mortgage is committed to providing excellent service, conducting business based on sound 
lending practices and creative deal structuring. Together with affiliate dougherty & company, an 
investment banking firm, dougherty mortgage provides financing options to borrower clients based on 
an intimate knowledge of available loan programs and our commitment to meeting the unique needs of 
each client.

charles ervin, senior Vice president, 406.586.5131   cervin@doughertymarkets.com

Kurt apfelbacher, Vice president, 612.376.4083   Kapfelbacher@doughertymarkets.com

andleeb dawood, Vice president, 406.586.5131   adawood@doughertymarkets.com

the neenan comPany

The neenan company has provided integrated design and construction services in the healthcare 
industry for more than 20 years. in the past 10 years, neenan has completed over 200 healthcare 
projects totaling over 2,000,000 square feet of healthcare projects across the united states. The 
neenan company collaborates with our clients in transforming their built environment, facilitating 
improved patient access and a heightened quality of care. at neenan, we bring together professionals 
of many disciplines to work concurrently, under one roof – entwining planning, design, functionality, 
performance and cost – to create sustainable facility solutions for our clients. We serve physician groups, 
hospitals, and healthcare providers across the nation to transform their organizations through their 
facilities.

michael curtis, Vice president business development, 303.710.1873   michael.curtis@neenan.com 

harNey district hospital, burNs, or
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2 0 1 1  d i R e c t o R y

Facility name State admin/ceo tel PoP 

abbeville area medical center sc Rich osmus 864-366-5011 17,869
adams county Regional medical center oh saundra stevens 937-386-3400 31,306
adams memorial hospital in marvin baird 260-724-2145 42,402
amery Regional medical center Wi michael Karuschak 715-268-8000 26,823
atchison hospital Ks John Jacobson 913-367-2131 17,889
atoka county medical center oK paul Reano 580-889-3333 13,321
baptist health medical center - heber springs aR edward lacy 501-887-3000 23,322
barton county memorial hospital mo Rudy snedigar 417-681-5100 19,688
bell memorial hospital mi Richard ament 906-486-4431 24,722
bertie memorial hospital nc Jeff sackrison 252-794-6600 12,456
booneville community hospital aR dzaidi daud 479-675-2800 11,243
bridgton hospital me david Frum 207-647-6000 33,665
bucyrus community hospital oh scott landrum 419-562-4677 21,796
caldwell medical center Ky charles lovell 270-365-0300 19,183
carilion Giles community hospital Va James Tyler 540-266-6000 26,700
casey county hospital Ky Rex Tungate 606-787-6275 13,423
cass Regional medical center mo chris lang 816-380-3474  28,112
chatham hospital  nc carol straight 919-799-4000 25,570
chippewa county-montevideo hospital & medical clinic mn mark paulson 320-269-8877 12,409
clark Fork Valley hospital mT Gregory hanson 406-826-4800 10,238
clinch memorial hospital Ga phillip cook 912-487-5211 7,712
community hospital of bremen in scott Graybill 574-546-2211 10,663
community medical center  ne Ryan larsen 402-245-2428 8,271
community memorial hospital oh mel Fahs 419-542-6692 13,131
cottage Grove community hospital oR mary anne mcmurren 541-942-0511 18,988
crete area medical center ne carol Friesen 402-826-2102 11,294
delta memorial hospital aR cris bolin 870-382-4303 11,146
doctor's memorial hospital Fl Jo ann baker 850-547-8000 19,582
drumright Regional hospital oK darrel morris 918-382-2300 5,958
ellsworth county medical center Ks Roger masse 785-472-3111 11,201
Fall River health service sd Tricia uhlir 605-745-3159 8,008
Family health West co errol snider 970-858-9871 12,236
Faulkton area medical hospital sd Jay Jahnig 605-598-6262 2,407
Fort logan hospital Ky mike Jackson 606-365-4600 27,537
Franklin Foundation hospital la parker Templeton 337-828-0760 17,424
Fulton county medical center pa Jason hawkins 717-485-3155 21,439
Grand River hospital and medical center co Jim coombs 970-625-1510 25,576
harney district hospital oR Jim bishop 541-573-7281 6,888
harrison county hospital in steve Taylor 812-738-4251 40,895
hayward area memorial hospital Wi Tim Gullingsrud 715-934-4321 18,955
heart of the Rockies Rmc co Ken leisher 719-530-2210 22,501
hermann area district hospital mo dan mcKinney 573-486-2191 7,832
holton community hospital Ks Ron marshall 785-364-2116 10,302
hospital “a”, u.s.a. - - - 36,861
hospital “b”, u.s.a. calais - - - 13,532
hudson hospital & clinics Wi marian Furlong 715-531-6000 35,763
indiana university health blackford hospital in steven West 765-348-0300 19,050
indiana university White county memorial hospital in stephanie long 574-583-7111 19,891
iraan General hospital TX Teresa callahan 432-639-2575 1,799
Jefferson county health center ia deb cardin 641-472-4111 20,781
Jersey shore hospital pa carey plummer 570-398-0100 34,508
Jones Regional medical center ia eric briesemeister 319-462-6131 19,688
Keokuk county health center ia Ray brownsworth 641-622-2720 3,564
Kewanee hospital il margaret Gustafson 309-852-7500 25,010
Kingfisher Regional hospital oK nancy schmid 405-375-3141 11,250
Kit carson county memorial hospital co Joe stratton 719-346-5311 9,034 
lakeWood health center mn Jason breuer 218-634-2120 4,490
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Facility name State admin/ceo tel PoP 

lakewood health system hospital mn Tim Rice 218-894-1515 20,106
limestone medical center TX penny Gray 254-729-3281 9,339
madison Valley medical center mT loren Jacobson 406-682-6862 6,064
marshall county hospital Ky Kathy long 270-527-4800 27,417
mccune-brooks Regional hospital mo bob  copeland 417-358-8121 32,978
meade district hospital Ks mickey Thomas 620-873-2141 8,005
melissa memorial hospital co John ayoub 970-854-2241 3,037
memorial hospital il ada bair 217-357-8500 14,797
midwest medical center il Tracy bauer 815-777-1340 7,845
mitchell county hospital TX Robbie dewberry 325-728-3431 10,700
moloka`i General hospital hi Janice Kalanihuia 808-553-5331 5,680
morton General hospital Wa Ron dearth 360-496-3537 11,451 
mountainview medical center mT aaron Rogers 406-547-3321 1,923 
mountrail county medical center nd Rick Wittmeier 701-628-2424 2,224 
munising memorial hospital mi Kevin calhoun 906-387-4110 6,489 
north canyon medical center id david butler 208-934-4433 20,618 
north Valley hospital mT Jason spring 406-863-3500 34,258 
oakes community hospital nd lee boyles 701-742-3291 11,632 
okeene municipal hospital oK shelly dunham 580-822-4417 5,671 
orange city municipal hospital ia martin Guthmiller 712-737-4984 12,843 
osceola medical center  Wi Jeffrey meyer 715-294-2111 11,836
our lady of Victory hospital  Wi cynthia eichman 715-644-6144 13,508
ozark health medical center aR Kirk Reamey 501-745-7000 22,142
parkview laGrange hospital in Rob myers 260-463-9000 35,826
parmer medical center TX lance Gatlin 806-250-2754 7,381
phillips county hospital & Family health clinic mT Ward Van Wichen 406-654-1100 3,825
potomoc Valley hospital WV linda shroyer 304-597-3500 20,815
providence mount carmel hospital Wa bob campbell 509-685-5100 25,461
providence Valdez medical center aK sean mcallister 907-835-2249 4,121
pullman Regional hospital Wa scott adams 509-332-2541 36,739
Ringgold county hospital ia Gordon Winkler 641-464-3226 6,346
Rio Grande hospital co arlene harms 719-657-2510 18,002
River's edge hospital & clinic mn colleen spike 507-931-2200 15,372
Riverwood healthcare center mn michael hagen 218-927-2121 14,494
Rooks county health center Ks michael sinclair 785-434-4553 5,314
sacred heart hospital Wi monica hilt 715-453-7700 12,679
sanford luverne medical center mn Tammy loosbrock 207-283-2321 11,700
saunders medical center ne Ken archer 402-443-4191 7,580
scheurer hospital mi dwight Gascho 989-453-3223 12,781
shoshone medical center id Gary moore 208-784-1221 12,113
southern coos hospital & health center oR James Wathen 541-329-1031 10,148
southwest health center Wi don Rohrbach 608-348-2331 27,731
st. James medical center - mayo health system mn scott Thoreson 507-375-3391 9,108
st. James parish hospital la mary ellen pratt 225-746-2990 15,217
st. Vincent Randolph hospital in cheech albarano 765-584-0004 18,383
steele memorial medical center id Jeff hill 208-756-5600 10,492
story county medical center ia Todd Willert 515-382-2111 10,910
The memorial hospital co George Rohrich 970-824-9411 17,349
Tomah memorial hospital Wi philip stuart 608-372-2181 22,840
Tri-Valley health / cambridge memorial hospital ne Roger steinkruger 308-697-1124 5,150
Wallowa memorial hospital oR david harman 541-426-3111 6,962
Washington county hospital and clinics ia dennis hunger 319-653-5481 20,587
Weatherford Regional hospital oK debbie howe 580-772-5551 22,897
West River health services nd Jim long 701-567-4561 14,562
Wilson medical center Ks dennis shelby 620-325-2611 4,385
Winkler county memorial hospital TX bill ernst 432-586-8299 6,947
yuma district hospital and clinics co John Gardner 970-848-5405 9,302

population is defined as the sum total of populations in all Zip codes in which the hospital had at least 10% market share of 2010 medicare admissions. 
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